Ceterum censeo:
Money is no ferment for a meaningful life!
Even though it may seem hackneyed, it is important to become clearly aware of what actually happens in today's fraudulently marketed plutocracies.
All of the hard cash of the national banks does not end up with the citizens, but flows exclusively into the vaults of the banks, which undeniably own 100% of this hard cash and moreover the book money they have created themselves. They push both over the counter as
loans with interest obligations and will remain 100 % creditors of all these exponentially increased enormous debts. The people pay them off by having to buy the goods turned over to
them, on which the bank interest and the outrageous entrepreneurial profits have been
added.
By definition, only those who have all the means of power can be considered sovereign. The
medium that rules the world and drives everyone is called money. As shown above, it is not
the people who are marketed as the sovereign, but the bank masters who dispose of the
assets exploded via interest and compound interest on astronomical sums. It is therefore
laughable to speak of a democracy or people's rule. The systems marketed as democracies
are pure dictatorships of the rich - model plutocracies or more pointedly: plutocratic rogue
states.
With their immeasurable means, the money lords can playfully lift their followers and likeminded people as the majority into the parliamentary, governmental and judicial chairs and
forge the laws that serve them. The minorities can only please them, for they give the appearance of democracy, contribute to the eternal confusion and deception of their subjects,
and thus "stabilize" the entire fraud system. The people rule only over the secondary matters, for example the sewerage system and thus literally over the shit. It is this apparatus of
state that is tying it down, just as the monarchs, dictators and tyrants of the past used their
apparatuses to subjugate their subjects. The fact that the state does not represent the interests of the people at all can be exemplified by one detail. As I said, the hard cash flows directly into the vaults of the banks. And what do they do? They underwrite the government
bonds charged with fat interest. The government also takes these interest rates from the
people. It could not be more perverted. It is clear, that the National Bank would have to
grant the state interest-free loans benefiting directly the people. However, the compliant
parliament has smuggled the following provision into the National Bank Act: Art. 11 para. 2
NBA - The National Bank may neither grant loans nor overdraft facilities to the Confederation...!!!
The state apparatus is equipped with the entire arsenal: Military, police, educational homes,
justice, other administration, bureaucratic duties from the cradle to the grave etc.. His lackeys are paid princely salaries and are entitled to the same pensions, which is why they do
not saw off their own branches, but stand firmly behind their masters. Thus a vanishingly
small minority, equipped with all means of power, rules over the unarmed people. They do
not have the slightest chance of casting off their yoke.
It is foreseeable, however, that the foolish, powerless people will not be led astray by this
brazen apparatus forever. It will simply take a while until a sufficiently large critical mass has
seen through the fraud system. Soon the current epoch will collapse, just as all the previous
epochs have collapsed. Only - unfortunately oh! - the same primitives will fight their way
back to the top.
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